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Weekly news and views from around the world and beyond. 
New ZetaTalk Earth Changes Announcements Signs of the Times
Blackouts Return

The tail of Planet X, which had been turning toward Earth, is close enough now to be obvious - blackouts, fireballs, and red skies. 
Unlike the time in August-September 2003 when the tail temporarily wafted toward Earth, this is likely to continue. Debris in the form 
of fireballs were reported on September 25, 2011 from Quebec and Ontario to Pennsylvania. Louisiana around Baton Rouge reported a 
fireball, seen by many from Florida to Texas and up to Missouri. Buenos Aires reported a fireball with an explosive landing also on 
that day. Debris was noted in the sky between the Moon and Earth as captured against the Moon's face from Florianópolis, Brazil, also 
on September 25, 2011. A red sky was noticed and photographed on August 24, 2011 with another photo taken on September 24, 2011 
of a red sky at night! 
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There were reported grid and phone outages. A cell phone outage in LA on Saturday September 24, 2011 was followed by sudden and 
simultaneous electrical outages the next day. 

Chile
September 25, 2011
http://news.yahoo.com/chiles-capital-hit-widespread-power-outage-000026440.html

A massive power blackout paralyzed crucial copper mines in Chile on Saturday [Sep 24] and darkened vast swaths of the 
country including the capital Santiago before energy started to be restored. Chilean Energy Minister Rodrigo Alvarez said the 
cause of the failure was unknown but that computers that help run the energy grid had also malfunctioned.

Canada 
September 25, 2011



http://www.newstrib.com/articles/news/local/default.asp?article=29802
Several area communities lost power Saturday evening [Sep 25] from Ottawa to Princeton and as far west as Tiskilwa, 
including DePue, Malden, LaMoille and Ladd. Residents who called Ameren got a message that stated there was a problem 
with a generator.

Idaho
September 25, 2011
http://www.ktvb.com/news/local/Power-outage-hits-Boise-Garden

Over 1,000 people in Boise were without power Saturday {Sep 25] afternoon. Ada County Dispatch said that a blown 
transformer at the corner of Chinden and Maple Grove was the cause of the outage. 

Arizona
September 25
http://mlb.mlb.com/news/article.jsp?ymd=20110924&content_id=25180510

According to APS, Arizona Public Service, a microburst hit the Phoenix area and took out 1 of 2 APS substations that feeds 
Chase Field. 

Karachi
September 25, 2011
http://www.dawn.com/2011/09/25/karachi-without-electricity-for-half-a-day.html

The Karachi Electric Supply Company on Saturday {Sep 25] increased the duration of unannounced power outages for 
domestic consumers to about 12 hours and for the industry to eight hours. Residents of North Karachi, parts of North 
Nazimabad, Gulshan-i-Iqbal, Gulistan-i-Jauhar, Federal B Area and PECHS block II complained that they suffered at least 
five spells of power outages of two-hour duration each. 

Los Angeles
September 24, 2011
http://losangeles.cbslocal.com/2011/09/24/att-reports-1000-of-their-towers-are

AT&T reports that nearly 1,000 of their cell towers are down affecting countless customers throughout the Los Angeles area. A 
local AT&T store told CBS2 and KCAL9's assignment desk that the outages have been "sporadic." 

The magnetic simulator located in Japan had been down during these days but came back up on September 26, 2011 showing wild 
contortions of the Earth's magnetic field. Clearly something had the Earth in a magnetic grip, and this was something that was dusting 
the Earth with red dust and debris and blasting mankind's electrical equipment! The Zetas have long warned that this time was coming 
as Planet X pointed its highly charged tail toward the Earth. 
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ZetaTalk Prediction 4/5/2003: It will get to the point that falling meteors are almost a daily affair, like the erratic weather, almost 
past comment by the worried citizens of Earth. The news will stop reporting falling boulders, stones, just as they have stopped 
reporting trail derailments or other worrisome indicators. You hear about this the first time it hits the news, then not, as a squash 
order on such types of news is issued. What will result will be disruption of satellite or radio transmission. Meteor traffic will strike the 
satellites, a major reason for our prediction of disruption in this area. Likewise, it creates a cloud of sorts, so that radio or TV 
reception cannot come through clearly.

Guatemala Crosshairs

Guatemala is in the crosshairs, where several plate boundaries come together, and is suffering because of it. The Caribbean Plate's 
northern border cuts through Guatemala, so that the southern part of Guatemala lying on the Caribbean Plate is pulled west, while the 
northern part remains on the N American Plate. Then there is the shove over the Cocos Plate, to the west, so that crumbling and 
mountain building occur as the 7 of 10 S American roll picks up steam, as has been documented by this Pole Shift ning blog. Poor 
Guatemala, it's crumbling and on September 19, 2011 was literally being hammered with quakes! The recent quakes for Guatemala 
alone: 

IMAGE: Guatemala Quakes

20-Sep-2011 04:28:52 - 4.6
20-Sep-2011 00:22:52 - 4.3
19-Sep-2011 20:30:03 - 4.5
19-Sep-2011 19:17:54 - 4.8
19-Sep-2011 18:34:00 - 5.8
19-Sep-2011 18:00:01 - 4.8
19-Sep-2011 10:25:19 - 4.6
12-Sep-2011 10:25:19 - 4.9
09-Sep-2011 04:30:32 - 4.2
06-Sep-2011 23:31:38 - 4.2
27-Aug-2011 11:28:06 - 4.9
24-Aug-2011 04:48:06 - 4.5
23-Aug-2011 03:55:58 - 4.4
23-Aug-2011 03:55:57 - 4.4
19-Aug-2011 05:19:15 - 4.3



19-Aug-2011 00:53:46 - 4.3
18-Aug-2011 05:54:26 - 4.2

Pity the people who live at the juncture of the three plates. 

IMAGE: Guatemala Misery

Strong Earthquakes Cause Death and Damage in Santa Rosa
September 20, 2011
http://www.prensalibre.com/noticias/Fuertes-temblores-causan-muerte

There were landslides on the route eastern CA-1, with obstruction of the passage in kilometers 40, 63, 64 and 65, where roads 
were cleaned, well, two more on the National Highway 16, El Boqueron to Chiquimulilla.

Affected by Earthquakes Seek Shelter, Other Constructs Huts
September 19, 2011
http://www.prensalibre.com/santa_rosa/temor-albergan-vecinos-noche

Because of the fear that reigns in Santa Rosa caused by the constant tremors that were sensitive to this day, many residents of 
affected areas were moved to three shelters, while other neighbors decided to spend the night outside their homes and build 
huts in the open.

Cracks Threaten Families
September 18, 2011
http://prensalibre.com/noticias/Grietas-ponen-riesgo-familias

Neighbors on Nueces, Copante, Nuevo Amanecer and San Cristobal are at risk, cracks have formed on the roads and are more 
than a meter wide.

Landslides Blocked Passage to the Border with Mexico
September 11, 2011
http://prensalibre.com/huehuetenango/Derrumbes-obstruye-paso

A series of landslides on a road section of the Inter-American route, jurisdiction of San Pedro Necta, Huehuetenango, impedes 
vehicular traffic at the border with Mexico La Mesilla.

Sinks Lane Road 76 km to the Atlantic
August 31, 2011
http://prensalibre.com/el_progreso/Carril-hunde-km-carretera-Atlantico

Sink in the km 76 route to the Atlantic is causing traffic problems, said Carlos Pantaleon, Governor.



Rumbling Generate Fear in Neighbors
August 29, 2011
http://prensalibre.com/chimaltenango/Retumbos-generan-temor-vecinos

Neighbors are alarmed because a month ago hear loud Earth Rumbling in the sector. 

The Zetas have warned that Guatemala, as well as the rest of Central America and the Caribbean, will not fare well during the coming 
pole shift. 

ZetaTalk Warning 6/5/2010: We have warned that during the hour of the pole shift, that those living on Caribbean islands and in 
Central America are at severe risk. Between the great N American Plate and the great S American Plate lie smaller plates that will be 
ground up or pushed down. Guatemala lies on the border between the N American Plate and the Caribbean Plate, and thus when 
either of them move, there is shifting of the ground there. The Caribbean Plate is under great pressure to sink as the S American Plate 
intends to roll its top part toward the west. The N American Plate is under great pressure to adjust, shoving Mexico suddenly to the 
west when the New Madrid shifts and adjusts. Any and all of this is devastating for Guatemala.

Disinformation Patterns

When Internet rumors start circulating, often containing a bit of truth to give them life, the public often has trouble sorting them out. 
When valid leaks are occurring, such as the Wikileaks documents, should they all be discounted? The Zetas have recently been asked 
about a barrage of rumors, and have decided to step in with some insights and guidelines to help the common man sort it out. Like crop 
circle hoaxes, disinformation campaigns can be identified. Here's an example of an unfounded rumor based on the very real 5.3 quake 
in Colorado and the very real 5.8 quake in Washington DC on August 23, 2011.

This recent article seems to suggest that there is a thriving organization in a position to challenge the powers that be and New World 
Order by detonating nuclear warheads to destroy underground bunkers which could be used by TPTB during or after the coming pole 
shift. 
http://pesn.com/2011/09/18/9501916_Evidence_Denver_and_DC_Quakes

This rumor was based on real quakes but also quake patterns, whereby an underground explosion had a sharp signature on the 
seismographs and natural quakes were supposedly shown to have a soft signature, starting slowly rather than sharply. Any truth to this? 
The Zetas had me check the USGS live seismograph page the day we set out to address the question - September 19, 2011. Such 
patterns, it seems, are a daily occurrence, and do not involve bunker busting!



IMAGE: 9/19/2011 Patterns

ZetaTalk Comment 9/24/2011: Note that where most of the signatures for a mid-day quake at approximately 8:00 UTC are the 
expected fuzzy start and end, but many of the others are sharp, the supposed signature of an underground explosion! All these are 
clustered in the north Pacific, mostly on seismographs placed on islands with numerous quakes noted in the Aleutian Islands and 
Japan regions. Apparently, New World Order bunkers are located on islands destined to be under water in the Aftertime. Clearly, 
sharp signatures are recorded during sharp jolts, with a concurrent stretch zone signature being softer and fuzzier. 

Hot on the heels of this tidbit of disinformation is the rumor, started by the notorious Sorcha Faal group, that a Comet Elenin caused 
catastrophe is anticipated on September 27, 2011 and has Obama headed for the western White House on that day. Here again there is 
some factual basis to this claim, as Obama is indeed taking a campaign swing there on that day, and there will be a military exercise in 
the Denver area on September 23, 2011. But Elenin has already disintegrated, as admitted by all but the disinformation buffs. Here are 
the facts: 

Comet Elenin Disintegrating
September 1, 2011
http://spaceweather.com/ 

Comet Elenin (C/2010 X1), widely known for inaccurate reports of its threat to Earth, appears to be breaking apart. Comets 
are fragile objects, easily disrupted by solar heat. 

President Barack Obama to Colorado as Western States Tour
August 31, 2011
http://blogs.denverpost.com/thespot/2011/08/31/president-obama

President Barack Obama will visit Colorado in late September as apart of a western states swing. 
Emergency Exercises to Take Place Sept. 23
September 20, 2011
http://www.ourcoloradonews.com/castlerock/newsreleases/emergency

Operation Mountain Guardian is a terrorism-based, full-scale emergency exercise scheduled to take place in numerous 
locations in the Denver metro area on September 23, 2011. 

And here is the Sorcha Faal rumor, the European Times being one of the outlets for the Sorcha entity. 



Obama Ordered To Denver Bunker By US Military
September 14, 2011
http://www.eutimes.net/2011/09/obama-ordered-to-denver-bunker-by-us-military/

A disturbing report prepared by General Alexey Maslov, the Senior Military Representative of the Permanent Mission of Russia 
to NATO, states that he has been notified by the Americans of their plan to hold a DEFCON 1 "Cocked Pistol" maximum 
readiness alert drill on 27 September which will be overseen by President Obama at one the United States most secure bunkers 
located beneath the Denver International Airport.

Oh, such fun! But is there any accuracy in any of this? Per the Zetas, learn to discern and separate fact from falsehood!

ZetaTalk Comment 9/24/2011: As the CIA well knows, the best disinformation is a combination of fact and fiction. At base, 
disinformation campaigns seek to deflect attention from the real thing. The real thing is a planet parked sunside from the Earth, slowly 
approaching the Earth and causing havoc. That this can be proved by examination of SOHO images and the twisting about of the 
Earth's magnetic field is ignored in preference for other explanations. The public is to rush to embrace the disinformation, thus to be 
misled about the cause of the Earth changes, the timing, and what steps are required to survive what is coming. 

The goal of disinformation campaigns is to have the public direct their anger and anxiety in the wrong direction, away from the elite 
the campaign is designed to protect. The public was to assume that Elenin was the cause of earthquakes and high tides, and feel 
relieved when Elenin passed, at least temporarily so. The public was to have their resentment over rumored bunkers for the elite 
deflected by rumors that these bunkers were being blown up. This disinformation campaign also carried the advantage of giving an 
alternative explanation for the earthquake increase itself. Another earthquake fraud is that HAARP is causing the increase in 
earthquakes, some kind of warfare conducted by man himself. How to keep the fraud about the disintegrated Elenin alive? Relate its 
former trajectory to a visit to Denver by Obama, and then have your pawns flame the fires. 


